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curs, the effect of the variation in
slope may be overcompensated by the
term containing F(p).
According to the above, we should
expect that the Appalachian region
which, particularly in winter, is swept
by cold fronts moving from the west
towards the east is a preferred region
as far as cyclogenesis is concerned.
In order to test this, the geographical
distribution of cyclogenesis in the
eastern part of the United States has
been investigated statistically for the

FIG. 1. The curves indicate the number of
cyclogeneses within five-degree squares during
the period January 1937 to April 1941.
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period January 1937 to April 1941. To
locate cyclogenesis, a position mark
was entered on a map in the center of
the first closed isobar that appeared.
The result is shown in fig. 1. This
map shows distinctly that the Appalachian region is a preferred region
as far as cyclogenesis is concerned.
It is of interest to note that the
maximum frequency of cyclogenesis
occurs to the east of the Appalachians.
This is what one should expect, because the main circulation is from the
west, and it takes some time for the
cyclogenetical process to create a
closed isobar. The center of cyclogenesis will therefore normally move
to the east of the range by the time
a closed isobar is created. Another
reason why the map shows a maximum of frequency of cyclogenesis to
the east of the range is due to the fact
that the statistical investigation was
based on two weather maps at 12 hr.
intervals. Obviously, then, it is frequently impossible to locate the center of cyclogenesis before several
hours have elapsed.
Returning to Equation (4), it is of
interest to note that the term on the
right-hand side represents the increase in potential energy. Thus, the
potential energy of the system tends
to increase when a cold front passes
the mountain range, and it tends to
decrease when a warm front passes
the mountain range.

Favorable Conditions f o r Cyclogenesis N e a r the Atlantic

Coast*

J . M . AUSTIN
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

1. Introduction.—The aim of this
note is to present some typical weather situations representing favorable
conditions for the formation of cyclones near the Atlantic coast. Since
cyclogenesis is a subsequent development resulting from frontogenesis,
the clue to the forecasting of the de•Read by Prof. Petterssen.

velopment of cyclones usually lies in
the frontogenetical process.
The frontogenetical process is characterized by the creation of a temperature contrast and a wind shear
along the front. Consequently, a temperature contrast, as well as a maximum of cyclonic vorticity, must exist
at a front. Moreover, for the forma-
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tion of a wave cyclone, it is necessary
to have sufficient shear to produce dynamic instability. Thus, we are led to
consider such weather situations as
lead to the creation of fronts with
sufficient cyclonic vorticity, while the
front is in the vicinity of the coast.
2. Synoptic Situations.—The situations of strong front formation in the
southeast may be broadly classified
into two distinct patterns:—
(1) An anticyclone elongated
north and south over the land and a
second in the Atlantic, as in fig. 1A.
Because of the general eastward movement of the cold anticyclone, lows
which develop in the south will move
in a northeasterly direction out to sea.
(2) An anticyclone centered over
New England, together with the Atlantic high, as in fig. IB. A cyclone
will usually develop in the vicinity of
the Virginia Capes and move up the
Atlantic coast.

the modifications of the tropical maritime high are often difficult to detect.
3. Warm Anticyclone.—The warm
anticyclone, near the coast, may be
present as the result o f : —
(1) A westward motion of the
Bermuda anticyclone;
(2) A cold anticyclone which has
migrated out over the Atlantic and
has been rapidly modified.
A statistical survey has shown that
the latter case occurs more frequently.
However, it is necessary that this
anticyclone maintain its intensity and
subsequently be situated sufficiently
near the coast to form a source region
of tropical maritime air. During the
transformation from a cold to a warm
anticyclone, the probable intensity
change may be obtained from the previous history, the isallobaric field and
the change in flow at three kilometers.
[Prof. Petterssen elaborated on this
case, pointing out that the pressure
tendencies aloft over the anticyclone
must be positive to maintain the anticyclone off the S. E. coast.]
U. Conclusion.—The motion of an
individual cyclone can generally be
forecast by a study of the isallobaric
field, the direction and strength of
flow aloft, and the location of the
large-scale pressure systems.

FIG. 1. Favorable situations for frontogenesis and cyclogenesis.

For pronounced frontogenesis in
either case, the two anticyclones must
move, or be modified in such a manner
that a concentration of cyclonic vorticity and a marked temperature contrast are produced. It is relatively
easy to observe the change in position
or intensity of the Pc high. However,

This presentation has been restricted only to a few aspects of the problem.
However, statistical evidence
seems to indicate that the previously
mentioned criteria are quite important.
In conclusion, let us briefly examine a tabulated summary of recent
cyclones which formed during the
months of October to March, 19391941:—
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12 Cyclones Moved
Out to Sea
Cold anticyclone centered over
New England.
Cold anticyclone centered over
Mid-West.

25 Cyclones Moved
Up the New
England Coast
84% of cases

100% of cases

16% of cases

An anticyclone moved out over the
Mid-Atlantic coast a day or so previous to the cyclogenesis and formed
the source of Tm air.

75% of cases

76% of cases

This anticyclone showed that it was
maintaining its intensity by
(i) Rising pressure tendencies
(ii) Change of flow at 3 km to
increasingly anticyclonic.

75% of cases
92% of cases

96% of cases
100% of cases

79°W

86°W

Mean longitude of three kilometer
trough at 35°N, prior to cyclone
formation.
It is clear that the subsequent movement of the cyclone depends upon the
location of the cold anticyclone. In at
least 75% of the cases, the warm air
was present as the result of a cold
anticyclone moving off the Atlantic
coast. It was rapidly modified and became a source of maritime tropical
air. Furthermore, the change in the

flow pattern aloft appears to be more
representative than the three-hour
pressure tendencies, when one is
studying the modifications of this migratory anticyclone.
As may be expected, the three kilometer trough is displaced further to
the west for cyclones which move up
the Atlantic coast.

A Slow Motion Cyclogenesis*
MARGARET WHITCOMB
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1. Introduction. — During the first
week of August, 1940, a storm bearing
strong resemblance to a tropical cyclone made its appearance in the
Southeast. Detailed analysis shows
that it was not a tropical storm, inasmuch as it actually developed on a
front in Georgia. What is remarkable
about this storm is that the frontogenesis, cyclogenesis, frontolysis and
cyclolosis—in fact the entire life history of the storm—took place over the
Gulf and adjoining states during a
period of about ten days.
2. Frontogenesis. — On J u l y 29,
1940, the weather situation showed
the southeast covered by TM air in

which two anticyclonic systems were
developing. One system was centered
over the Appalachians, the other off
the coast in the form of a wedge over
Florida. During the next 48 hours,
these systems increased in intensity
at the ground and aloft, forming a
frontogenetical region over Georgia
and adjoining states. This frontogenesis commenced aloft and had
worked down to the ground by the
evening of July 30, 1940 (see fig. 1).
Simultaneously with the development in the southeast, a mass of cool
Pc came southward as far as the Ohio
River Valley. The cold front asso•Read by Prof. Petterssen.
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